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I read this book for the first time in 2017: I received this book from my mother-in-law, who told me that she read it again every few years and coming back in 2018. As an engaged Christian woman embarking on marriage for the first time, I think it's safe to say that the Bible is the target audience for this little letter about
marriage with women. The problem is, I didn't agree with most of it. Elliot and I read this book for the first time in 2017, and there's a big difference in the definition of Bashimi: I read and reviewed it again in 2018: I got it from my mother-in-law, and she said she read it again every few years. As an engaged Christian
woman embarking on marriage for the first time, I think it's safe to say that the Bible is the target audience for this little letter about marriage with women. The problem is, I didn't agree with most of it. Elliot and I differ greatly in our definition of basic words. Important words. Words like 'equality', 'women', and feminism. The
book is also full of contradictions, old facts, vague and unsubstantiated claims. First of all, Elliot seems to think of women in the style of ancient Greeks as semi-formed or disabled men. In chapter 5, she talks about the creation of women. How man was alone, how God used to make him a companion, how the animals
found what they wanted, and finally the woman became his complement. God may have given Adam another man to walk and talk to another man as his friend, and to argue if it was his joy. But Adam needed more than animal companionship or human friendship. She continues about Eve being made into Adam's flesh
for a special purpose, but that purpose is not disclosed - only for the woman to be for men (we learn later that mother is the essence of a woman). The controversy means that animals have their own place (partnership), men have their own purposes (intellectual and personal friendships), and women have their own place
(sex and babies). Accordingly, Elliott defines the biblical role of men and women, and reveals that women were innately sexually lying while men were born in cerebral. Sex/intelligence dichotomy is very common in our culture, but we are disappointed that intelligent women have to live in it. Women also don't have legs
and tongue and brains on their heads? When God made a woman for a man, he did not just have a completely different species for reproduction (Elliot firmly believes that mother is the essence of women). The woman was made into the perfect complement to men, notonly in sex but also with his partner (Elliot seems to
pose) as well as intellectual, spiritually, and emotionally. Ahusband has many male friends, but I am equal to his best friend, his first companion, his intellectual. We walk, talk and argue a lot. Does that mean I'm taking away the role of a person? No! It means My accomplishments as my companions. Due to a mis-
understanding of creative accounts, Elliot constantly confuses women's weaknesses and makes bizarre assumptions again when considering his personal accomplishments. In chapter 21, Elliott compared a woman's performance in seminary to the blind in seminary and argued that when schools failed to provide her
with adequate education, she should learn to accept the limitations of being a minority. I could only shake my head. Women are not handicaps where we have to learn to reward (Elliot himself claims this in chapter 8). We are not ethnic minorities. We are total, competent, 50% of the population! While Elliot certainly
supports educated women, she seems to expect creeplike rats, giving thanks to everyone who tolerates our presence in the noble halls we have learned. After all, are we just there to prepare ourselves for having a baby? At least, that is Elliott's opinion. We repeatedly remind ourselves that mothers are the essence of
women. I've heard spiel so many times in my Christian upbringing and I think once more rough old Republicans try to tell me that motherhood is the essence of women, I'll start creaking like a drunken pterodactyl who witnessed his first exorcism. Every ordinary woman can be a mother. Certainly not all women in the
world are destined to use physical equipment, but it is certainly the essence of motherhood, in a deeper sense, of women. – Chapter 17 I think I'm not a 'real' woman. It's time for me to break the news to my husband, who now identifies as an angry pterodatil. This argument does not make sense and never has it. It leads
christians to believe that the poor reading of 1 Timothy 2:15 lies in her womb literally to the salvation of women, and if she does not have children, she is not quite right with God. And when a woman hears this and inevitably raises a question, what about a woman who is unmarried or childless? Theologian, who had
previously been too familiar with biblical truths about women's bodies, suddenly slips away from silence and without providing answers. The idea that human salvation can depend on physical conduct is directly contradictory to Roman3, and theologians who run away from valid feminist questions know it. It's
disappointing, but not surprised, that Elliot bought something ridiculous. She tries to explain that even a non-mother can be a 'real woman' by acting like a mother who 'enters, accepts, accepts, nurtures, and cares for others'. Because she obviously doesn't speak physically, it should be a simple personality trait - I'm sure
all Christians have been called to exhibit. Hey, if my husband has everything, does that mean he can now be identified as a mother, too? If you haven't noticed, Elliot has a very narrow perspective. Femininity. She believes that a proper woman should get a college degree, but preferably not a career woman. She would
ideally be gone from her father's care to spend as much independent time as possible in her husband's care. Once married, she must have children (motherhood is the essence of women). She should be their educator personally. Her life should revolve around her husband (remember that the woman was made for a
man), but she should not bother him with her needs. If she has a job, it should be a proper job that does not take her from her home or interfere with full-time slavery with her husband and children. Interestingly, the only woman who meets all of these needs is Elliot herself. Therefore, women are hierarchical, and Elliot
himself sits on top of a pile. And like most women on top of the pile, she smiled to make a name for the rest of us, asking why we can't all do it not only for her. In chapter 47, she tells her husband, 'I never felt my personality locked.' I responded, well DUH! Elliot's first husband passed away, and she became famous for
her work. Another husband (she married twice more) couldn't consume the famous Elizabethan monster Elliot as his own self - if, she consumed them! She doesn't seem to have a concept of the fact that other women's lives are different from hers. She invented her own Proverbs 31 women, and she is the other person,
it is. That way she can be the most sacred person of all of us. She tries to do good grades in chapter 19, and when I say that her highest accomplishment will be found in submitting herself to a man in marriage, I mean, of course, a woman god has given the gift of marriage. But about 10 pages earlier (Chapter 15),
discussed with women versus women at work, she said, while telling themselves that they have come a long way ... They have retreated to partial humanity, one not acknowledging the vast importance of sexual differentiation... By refusing to achieve all the professions of women, she settles into caricatures, pseudo-
personalities. So some of us get jobs, but certainly not all of us, and are the people who do so are just partial people? It sounds like an old argument that we should all have children except those who can't, but if we can't, we're not really godly women. And like male theologians, Elliot leaves us there without bothering to
explain how her claims are logical or biblically meaningful. Elliott's views on youth are distorted. She advises her to be lucky when her husband gets messed up and throws things on the floor. Obviously man is the way to be hardwired. I'm telling you to do it, no. If we can expect our toddlers to pick up their stuff and act in
a courteous manner, we certainly don't expect it from our men. And the wedding photos she draws are completely uncommunicated - women cry all the time Clueless husband trough, misunderstanding abounds. I think it may be your destiny if you marry a man you met instantly at the age of 18. But knowledge and
communication in a healthy relationship is the key to avoiding many things Elliot simply normally accepts. I know. But we must remember, elliot is not seen as being on the same mental plane as men and women - men are intelligent, women are sarcoma. Obviously, Elliot doesn't take long to treat others well (unless he's
a husband). So when I reached chapter 34 and saw the title, equality was not more than Christianity, and I wasn't surprised. My first thought was ' Oh boy. Here we go again'. Elliott is eager lyingrained that women are not equal to men, and before quoting 1 Pet 3:7, the two pages claim that the woman is 'an heir equal to
you with the grace of life'. (My James Macdonald Study Bible translates as 'co-heirs', but still points out that women are not spiritually inferior to men). Also, she said: Men and women are equal, and we are in the things created by God. Both men and women are created from their images. They have sacred stamps. They
are equally called for obedience and accountability, but there is a difference in responsibility. But Adam and even (sic) sins are equally guilty. Therefore, both are equally subject to God's grace. That's it... Not equal? Elliot seems equally confused about equality. I do not deny that men and women are different and have
different roles and responsibilities. However, these differences do not make one human larger or smaller than the other. In fact, if all members were the same, the home, business, government, or society could not function. But their work in different professions does not rob them of their equality, especially in god's eyes.
Galadia 3:28 does not deny that many Christians are different, but it does confirm that our differences under God are not important because we are the equal heirs of His promises. My husband and I have many differences. He has a better education than me, but I am making more money than I do. I read more books,
but he writes more. He can make a bookshelf and I can cook. These are not inferior to any of us or better than the other. We are different, but we are still equal in our homes and marriages. That's how it means. But you can't argue with some people that way. Check chapter 32 before you think Elliot is thinking completely
closed. In this fascinating chapter, she admits that some marriages do not follow the correct prescription succesed. In fact, many kinds of marriage exist, successfully, which is not just meaningful to the rest of us. As with what, you ask? Oh, you know. Pedophilia. Polygamy. Interracial marriage. I'm not in interracial
relationships, but if I were, I don't think I would be pleased to be lumped together with a feeble-minded bride, a young girl who enjoys sleeping with a man with three wives. Husband. Elliott's point is that a different kind of marriage can work, but even knowing her good intentions is still insane in the fact that she will make
a connection between a child bride and a mixed-race couple. Such remarks really just show how old the book is. Elliot was born in 1926 and published 'Let Me Be a Woman' in 1976, which includes occasional lysis facts and statistics. But the older one is her worldview. Elliott says that most of the women were married
before the age of 21 (haha) and did not live alone, but they simply moved from their father's care to her husband's care (again hahaha). Elliott believes that all mothers should have a college degree, believes it's better to raise children, is a funny prospect for millennials, and most of them owe their teeth and nails to work
on the minimum wage. She believes that some married women may have to work temporarily to pay off their husband's tuition, but she considers these cases to be more than just expected to return home as soon as they pay off their debts. She is not opposed to women in the profession, but she clearly expects moral
Christian women to spend time at home. In chapter 44, she quotes Verdiev, and the idea of women's liberation is based on profound hostility between men and women, envious and imitating them. A woman becomes a simple caricature, a doctor. One page later, it is clear that she is talking about women in the workplace,
speaking, the uniqueness of men and women has been constant throughout history. It is just an attempt to erase the peculiarities to encourage women to do what men do in our society. Equal opportunities almost always imply that women want to do what they do, not what men do. At some point I stop and graffiti on the
margins, men get paid. Motherhood is a beautiful thing, but women are not paid for their reproductive functions. Women don't want to work because we want to imitate or be a man. We want to work so that we can have food and a place to live, so we can stay alive. The notion that women should stay at home and
reproduce the danger of becoming a 'doctor' or put them at risk is so bad in the 1950s that they can't even disguise themselves. Elliot is so immersed in the norms of the time (mid-20th century) that he doesn't realize that women are always working. Women have always been expected to be wives and mothers, but the
notion that they are only wives and mothers is surprisingly new over the past few hundred years. Historically, if a woman's husband owned a store or inn, a smithy or other business, she often continued to do so even after her spouse died. The spinster sews and cooks, young women work as maids and rulers, married



women ride in the laundry and nurse the babies of wealthy women. Peasant women worked in fields, butchered herds, and until the modern era. Historical In most parts of the world, the notion that only adult men are morally obligated to work because women and even children have supported their families with men,
mark a laughing-out ingested ignorance of world history. Anyway, do you expect Eve to spend all her time in Eden under a shady tree? If she had elevated it with Adam, would he have accused her of 'envy and imitation' and would have let her down to make her stupid? Of course it's not! Elliot was a product of that time.
Filled with confidence in her education and experience, she built what she thought to be a good and biblical model for any wife, filled with confidence in how right she was. But her views on the Bible were shaded by her time, and time showed that the model she presented was a shadow, imitating the passing of the ideal
fifty housewives. God's Word is irrefutable and always relevant. Elliot's little heart betrays that she doesn't always think in the mindset of God's Word, she thinks of the culture she lived in and assumes that they are the same. There are some chapters of merit in this little book. I took a positive note on the margins of my
book, sometimes with the right negative ones. But the chapters I enjoyed most were chapters with the most powerful biblical texts, such as Chapter 40, which elicited that message from Paul's command that people loved their wives just as they loved themselves and Christ. On the contrary, her weakest chapters had little
scriptural value, but rather embraced cultural norms. I'm hanging on to a copy of this book because I've written so much now that giving it up is like losing an argument. But if I've ever seen another young woman hand over a copy, I would carefully advise her to throw it straight into the trash. Books about women are not
perfect, but the line is greater than bad in this case. And about the submission... There can not be a conversation about submissions without including the reality of abuse. Like most religious leaders (of course, he tends to be male), Elliot accepts the doctrine of the general government and does not pay for the situation.
She doesn't even discuss what to do if her husband is wrong, abusive, or non-Christian. Her ideal woman can not find herself in such a situation. In her little dream world, men are always doing the right thing. I would like to believe that every Christian is righteous enough to follow God's will. But most of them don't. The
sampling of the Christian men I met was almost rubbish. They twisted the scriptures and turned the natural hierarchy into tyranny. I have seen physical, sexual abuse, racism, classism, robbery, adultery, and so on, and I have seen church leaders (who are always male) in the Church. And other Christians, even those
who are not drenched in sin, are too cowardly or stupid to say anything. So 'American Christianity' is completely divorced from law and protection A man cannot guide or protect, and a man cannot restrain others. And if the men don't... The world needs fewer books about women submissive to men, and more about
men's submissiveness to God. As long as Christian men fail to work, the Church will continue to bleed the broken and disappointed women (and children) as weapons of secular culture that the body of Christ denies. How many feminists are hated and feared by conservative Christians? I know a few things. I? I was lucky.
Like Elliot, I was loved and protected, and blessed with a godly husband. But unlike Elliot, I know that not everyone is so lucky. And things have to change. ... More... More
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